Interaction of carbohydrate binding module 20 with starch substrates†
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CBM20s are starch-binding domains found in many amylolytic enzymes, including glucoamylase, alpha-amylase, beta-amylases, and a new family of starch-active polysaccharide monoxygenases (AA13 PMOs). Previous studies of CBM20–substrate interaction only concerned relatively small or soluble amylose molecules, while amylolytic enzymes often work on extended chains of insoluble starch molecules. In this study, we utilized molecular simulation techniques to gain further insights into the interaction of CBM20 with substrates of various sizes via its two separate binding sites, termed as BdS1 and BdS2. Results show that substrate binding at BdS1 involving two conserved tryptophan residues is about 2–4 kcal mol⁻¹ stronger than that at BdS2. CBM20 exhibits about two-fold higher affinity for helical substrates than for the amylose random coils. The affinity for amylose individual double helices does not depend on the helices' length. At least three parallel double helices are required for optimal binding. The binding affinity for a substrate containing 3 or more double helices is ~15 kcal mol⁻¹, which is 2–3 kcal mol⁻¹ larger than that for individual double helices. 100 ns molecular dynamics simulations were carried out for the binding of CBM20 to an extended substrate containing 3 layers of 90-unit double helices (A3L). A stable conformation of CBM20–A3L was found at BdS1. However, when CBM20 binds A3L via BdS2, it moves across the surface of the substrate and does not form a stable complex. MD simulations show that small amylose helices are quickly disrupted upon binding to CBM20. Our results provide some important molecular insights into the interactions of CBM20 with starch substrates, which will serve as the basis for further studies of CBM20-containing enzymes, including AA13 PMOs.

Introduction

Starch is one of the most abundant natural polymers found on earth, which has been playing important roles in human society, including both food and non-food sectors. Starch consists of ~20–30% of amylose and ~70–80% amylopectin. Amylose contains linear polymers of several to thousands of \( \alpha(1\rightarrow4) \) linked \( \beta \)-glucose units. Amylopectin also contains \( \alpha(1\rightarrow6) \) linkages at about every ~30 units along the \( \alpha(1\rightarrow4) \) linked chain. In biology, starch is metabolized via hydrolysis to oligosaccharide by amylolytic enzymes. Amylose often exists in nano/microcrystal forms of helices that are resistant to hydrolysis by amylolytic enzymes. In contrast, amylopectin is highly branched and has less ordered structures that are more amenable to hydrolysis.

Amylolytic enzymes, including alpha-amylase, beta-amylase, and gamma-amylase (glucoamylases) often contain one or more carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs), such as CBM20. CBMs are ubiquitous with 84 families spreading in all kingdoms of life. They are often thought of as supporting modules that help carbohydrate active enzymes to bind to their target substrates. However, accumulated data suggest that CBMs’s roles are more diverse. Pre-incubation of amylose with a stand-alone CBM20 was found to significantly enhance its hydrolysis by a truncated glucoamylase without any CBM. It was proposed that CBM20 disrupted the helical structure of amylose, making it more amenable to hydrolysis by amylose. Two starch binding sites were revealed in CBM20. Binding site 1 (BdS1) contains two critical tryptophan residues. Binding site 2 (BdS2) does not contain any tryptophan residues, but contains two tyrosine residues. It was also later shown on the basis of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) that CBM20 disrupted the structure of soluble amylose, presumably via binding at these two binding sites.
sites.6–7 Due to the low resolution of AFM, the atomic detail of CBM20–amylose interaction was not clear.

In the last decade, extensive studies of carbohydrate activate enzymes in both academic and industrial sectors were driven by the enormous demand for next-generation biofuels. Among the large number of new enzymes discovered, polysaccharide monooxygenases (PMOs) or lytic PMOs (LPMOs) exhibit unprecedented oxidative mechanism in glycosidic bond cleavages.8–12 Some PMOs could boost the activity of glycoside hydrolases,13–18 and thus could play key role in reducing the cost of biomass conversion to fermentable sugar, the bottleneck step in cellulosic biofuel production. During this period, the interests in the role of CBMs in substrate binding and catalysis of carbohydrate-active enzymes were also reignited.19–22 CBM20 was found as a C-terminal domain in the majority of starch-active PMOs (AA13),23–24 the only PMO family that oxidatively cleaves on α-glycosidic bond in starch. CBM20 appears to have significant roles in the activity of AA13 PMOs on various type of starch.

Understanding the nature of binding between CBMs and starch substrates is of great fundamental and practical interests, which has proved to be almost infeasible to obtain experimentally at the atomic levels. Previous studies using AFM6–7 or NMR20 only revealed the interaction of CBM20 with individual molecules of soluble amylose or starch analogues, respectively. Although these studies revealed the binding sites (NMR) or how CBM20 would disrupt small amylose molecules, they did not reflect the true interaction of CBM20 with insoluble substrates relevant to the industries. In this present work, we used molecular docking, molecular dynamics simulations to obtain atomic-level insights into the interaction between CBM20 and various starch substrates, including a large bundle of extended amylose double helices. Our study provides new insights into the interactions of CBM20 with starch substrates and provide some important implications to the biochemistry of CBM20 and CBM20-containing enzymes.

Materials and methods

Input structure of CBM20

NMR structure of a complex of CBM20 with beta-cyclodextrin (PDB ID: 1AC0) reveals two binding sites (Fig. 1A).21 Binding site 1 (BdS1) contains two critical tryptophan residues W543 and W590. Binding site 2 (BdS2) does not contain any tryptophan residues, but contains two tyrosine residue Y527 and Y556. The structure of this CBM20 and its binding sites will be used for molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulations in this study.

Amylose substrate models

Amylose double helix (ADH10) (AmyA_double.pdb)25 containing 10 glucose units in each strand was obtained from the database of polysaccharide 3D structures (POLYSAC3DB) (Fig. 1B). Amylose single helix (ASH10) and amylose random coil were generated form 1 of the strands of ADH10.

The structure of amyloses including 3 layers of 9 60-unit amylose double helix (A3L) (Fig. 1C) was generated using PyMOL 1.3 and the Carbohydrate builder at the GLYCAM server.26 A 60-unit amylose double helix (ADH60) was first generated using the Carbohydrate builder using the ψ and φ angles obtained from a crystal structure of an amylose-A (Amylose_2009-popov_expanded.pdb)27 available at POLYSAC3DB.28 Crystal packing parameters were also obtained from this structure and used to generate A3L with PyMOL.

Molecular docking

CBM20 and substrates were parameterized using AutodockTools 1.5.6.29 The ligands were docked to receptor utilizing Autodock Vina version 1.0 (ref. 30) with the optimization using Brodyen–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) scheme.31 The exhaustiveness was chosen as 40. The CBM20 molecule was set as rigid molecule during simulation. CBM20 was used as the ligand in the docking studies with A3L and as the receptor in all other cases. In the docking experiment to A3L, a grid of 4.0 × 4.0 × 6.0 nm was used for the CBM20–A3L complex, which is centered at the center of A3L. The substrates containing 1–9 parallel ADH60 molecules (nADH60, n = 1–9) resembling fragments of one layer in A3L were docked to CBM20 using a grid of 2.0 × 30 × 30 nm. The ADH10, ASH10, and ASC10 molecules were docked to CBM20 with the grid size of 4.0 × 4.0 × 6.0 nm. During the simulation, the helical substrates were set as rigid molecules while ASC10 was fully flexible. The best docked model was designated to the binding pose with the lowest binding affinity.

Molecular dynamics simulation

The CBM20 molecule was parameterized by Amber99SB-ildn force field.32 All of substrates were parameterized using GLYCAM 06j-1 force field.26 The CBM20–starch complexes structures were generated via molecular docking. These complexes were solvated using TIP3P water model.33 The CBM20 + A3L complex was put into a ~1921 nm³ rectangular box, resulting in a system containing more than 194 300 atoms. The CBM20 + ADH10/ASH10 complexes were inserted into a 585 nm³ dodecahedron box, forming systems consisting of more than 59 000 atoms.

The solvated systems were energy-minimized with the steepest descent scheme. After that, the CBM20–substrate complexes were relaxed in 500 ps of NVT ensemble with a harmonic positional restraint force applied on them, which were then relaxed in 500 ps of NPT ensemble. The last snapshot of NPT simulations was used as the starting conformation of MD simulation. The MD simulation length ranges from 50–100 ns. The MD simulation were performed on GPU using GROMACS 5.1.3 (ref. 34) with the MD parameters are derived from our previous works.35,36 The simulation temperature was set at 300 K. All-bonds were constrained using the LINCS method.37 The non-bond cutoff was set at 0.9 nm. The particle mesh Ewald was used to mimic the electrostatic interaction. van der Waals interaction simulated with a 0.9 nm cutoff. The regions of A3L forming contacts with CBM20 were left unrestrained, while
other regions and atoms were restrained using a small harmonic potential during MD simulations (Fig. S1†).

Data analysis

Structural analysis. The hydrogen bond (HB) is noted when the distance between donor and acceptor is smaller than 0.35 nm and the angle between acceptor–hydrogen–donor is larger than 135°. Intermolecular sidechain contacts (SCs) between non-hydrogen atoms of individual residues of CBM20 to A3L substrate were counted when the spacing between two atoms were smaller than 0.45 nm. The polar contact between two charged groups of two molecules were predicted using ligand site scheme of PyMOL package. IMPACT was used to predict the collision cross section (CCS) of the protein. The end-to-end distance of amylose is considered as the distance between C1 of the first glucose unit to C4 of the last glucose unit. Clustering method was performed to search MD-reined structures of the system using GROMACS tools “gmx cluster”. The secondary structure of CBM20 was predicted using DSSP protocol. The collective-variable free energy landscape (FEL) was constructed using GROMACS tools “gmx sham”. The number of SCs between two molecules and the CCS of CBM20 were selected as the coordinates for the FEL.

Pull-down assays

NCU08746 were expressed and purified as previously described. Cornstarch (S4126) and corn amylopectin (10120) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 100 mg of each substrate was washed three times with 1 mL of 10 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0 (buffer A) using centrifugation. The final pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL buffer A. NCU08746 was added to each substrate suspension to 5 μM final concentration. The assays were incubated at room temperature with gentle rotation for 30 minutes, which were then centrifuged to separate the pellets from the supernatant. The pellets were then washed three times with 1 mL buffer A. The final pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL buffer A. 50 μL aliquots of the supernatants collected after the initial incubation step and 3 washing steps, as well as the final suspension were mixed with 10 μL 6× SDS-PAGE sample buffer. SDS-PAGE was then carried out using Protean TGX precast gels (Bio-Rad) as instructed by the manufacturer. The gels were analyzed using a ChemiDoc Imaging system (Bio-Rad).

Results and discussion

Binding affinity of CBM20 to starch substrates derived from molecular docking

Molecular docking of CBM20 to A3L substrate. Molecular docking is an efficient method to study the binding affinity and binding pose between two biomolecules. Extended amylose helix bundles have not been previously studied due to the difficulty in understanding their structure with experimental methods. Here we generated a model of amylose bundle consisting of 3 layers of 9 60-unit amylose double helices based on the crystal of small amylose double helices, which will provide unprecedented insights into CBM20–amylose interaction.

Because the CBM20–A3L complex is very large, we chose a 4.0 × 4.0 × 6.0 nm docking grid that is large enough to provide the space for CBM20 to alternate between various binding positions to A3L. Two docking poses of CBM20 to A3L substrate were observed (Fig. 2). These poses are consistent with the observed binding sites of CBM20 with β-cyclodextrin reported previously.
The binding affinity at **BdS1** (−15 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) is significantly larger than that at **BdS2** (−12.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)), which is in good agreement with the numbers of H-bonds between CBM20 and A3L found at the two binding sites. At **BdS1** K578, S592, and E589 residues forms 4 H-bonds to A3L, while at **BdS2**, only two H-bonds are formed by T557 and R616. Moreover, the critical aromatic residues W543 and W590 at **BdS1** appear to contribute to the binding of CBM20 to A3L significantly more that by Y527 and Y556 at **BdS2**. While the aromatic rings of Y527 and Y556 at **BdS2** do not align well on a surface, W543 and W590 side chains are positioned close to one another in **BdS1** and form a relatively flat surface as found in many other CBMs.\(^4\)

**Molecular docking of CBM20 to small amylose substrates.**

The majority of starch exists in a mixture of short helices and flexible coils.\(^2\) Thus, we studied the interaction of CBM20 with a amylose double helix (**ADH10**), amylose single helix (**ASH10**), and random coil (**ASC10**), each of which contains 10 glucose units. To retain the helical structures, **ADH10** and **ASH10** were set as rigid molecules, while **ASC10** was fully flexible. The binding affinity values obtained for CBM20 and **ADH10**, **ASH10**, and **ASC10** are shown in Fig. 3. These values are similar to those obtained experimentally for CBM20 complexes with β-cyclodextrin and some oligosaccharide.\(^18,45\) For all three substrates, the binding affinity at **BdS1** is significantly larger (by 1.8–3.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) than that at **BdS2**. The average binding affinity of both binding sites deduced for **ADH10**, **ASH10**, and **ASC10** is −10.9 ± 0.5, −10.2 ± 0.3, and −5.6 ± 0.3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). This result clearly indicates that CBM20 highly prefers helical amyloses over random coil.

**Effect of substrate size on binding affinity to CBM20.** The binding affinity of CBM20 to 10-unit substrates are about 2–3 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) weaker than that to A3L described above. To further examine the effect of substrate size on the binding affinity, we performed additional docking experiments of CBM20 to substrates containing 1 to 9 60-unit parallel double helices (**nADH60**, where \(n = 1–9\)) (Fig. 4). The binding affinity of CBM20 to **1ADH60** (−11.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) is similar to that to **ADH10**, indicating that the length of the helix does not have any clear effect on the binding affinity. In the **nADH60** series, the binding affinity increases as \(n\) increases from 1 to 3. The
binding affinity then plateaus ca. –15 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) when \(n \geq 3\), which is similar to that of A3L described above. This result indicates that CBM20 requires at least 3 parallel double helices for optimal binding, which is consistent with the optimised structure of CBM20–A3L complex shown in Fig. 2 and the MD result vide infra. Binding affinity essentially remains the same when the substrates has more helices.

**Molecular dynamics of the CBM20–A3L complex**

**Molecular dynamics simulation.** Although molecular docking provides decent details on the binding of CBM20–A3L, it does not take the dynamics of the system into account. MD simulations were thus carried out for the CBM20–A3L complex in comparison to CBM20 alone to elucidate the effects of the dynamics on the binding of complexes. To better describe the interaction between CBM20 with A3L, the amylose helices forming contacts with CBM20 were not constrained during MD simulations.

The CBM20–A3L complex at BdS2 did not reach the equilibrium states after 100 ns of MD simulations. The protein moved on the surface of A3L substrate during the entire MD trajectory (Fig. S2 and S3†). Analysis of several snapshots of the CBM20–A3L complex at BdS2 reveals a few polar contacts involving mainly T522, T614, Y527, and Y566. Further analyses of the CBM20–A3L binding process at BdS2 were not performed.

The binding at BdS1 reached equilibrium states after 40 ns (Fig. S4†), and analyses were performed for this system in the last 60 ns of MD simulation. Overall, CBM20 forms 14.78 ± 1.46 side chain contacts (SCs) and ~6.09 ± 1.19 hydrogen bonds (HBs) to the substrate (Fig. S5†). The probabilities of intermolecular contacts between individual residues of CBM20 to A3L substrate are shown in Fig. 5. Critical residues involved in the binding are D542, W543, E544, E576, K578, D585, D586, S587 and W590. Previous NMR study revealed that W543, K578, and W590 are key residues in the binding of CBM20 with beta-cyclodextrin.\(^{46}\) The residues 541–545, 576, 578, 583–590, 592, and 595 form intermolecular SC contacts to substrate in at least half of MD simulation time (Fig. 5). Especially, residues 542, 543, 578, 585–588, and 590 adopt SC contacts to A3L in all equilibrium snapshots (Fig. 5). Moreover, residues 542–544, 576, 578, 585–587, and 590 form HB to the substrate in more than 35% of the equilibrium snapshots. In addition, four independent trajectories with the same starting initial structure but different generated starting-velocity were also carried out (Fig. S6†). The superposition of the CBM20–A3L complex at BdS1 in different independent MD trajectories help validate our results (Fig. S7†).

CBM20 undergoes small structural changes upon binding to A3L at BdS1s. There are slight changes in the \(\beta\)-content (from 39.44 ± 1.92% to 38.90 ± 2.40%) and coil content (from 48.68 ± 3.11% to 46.82 ± 2.71%) of CBM20 when it binds to A3L (Fig. S8†). Lager changes are observed for the helical structure content (from 13.75 ± 1.92% to 1.33 ± 1.76%) and turn content (from 0 to 11.09 ± 2.59%). The collision cross section, which represents the overall size of CBM20, decreased from 14.89 ± 0.16 to 14.70 ± 0.15 nm\(^2\) (Fig. S9†). In addition, the region of A3L that binds CBM20 appears to be slightly stabilized compared to that in free A3L as indicated by slightly lower RMSD throughout 100 ns MD simulation (Fig. S10†).

The relative binding free energy between the CBM20 protein to A3L substrate was evaluated by using the free energy perturbation method. The obtained results indicate that the
electrostatics free interaction energy dominates over the van der Waals free interaction energy during the binding process of the CBM20 protein to the A3L substrate (Fig. S11†).

**Optimized structure of CBM20–A3L complex at BdS1.** The free energy landscape of the CBM20 + A3L complex was constructed with two collective variables including the CCS of CBM20 and the number of SC contacts between CBM20 and A3L substrate. The result is shown in Fig. 6. One optimized structure of the complex was observed in the minimum A [Fig. 7]. The residues W543, E544, E576, K578, D585, D586, and W590 are found to form 11 polar contacts with the substrate (Fig. 7), which is consistent with docking and whole trajectory analyses described above.

**CBM20 disrupt the helical structure of small substrates**

MD simulations were carried out without any restraint to gain insights the interactions of CBM20 with small amylose substrates. MD simulations were carried out for the CBM20–ADH10 and CBM20–ASH10 complexes obtained with dockings. Structural change of soluble complexes was monitored over MD simulations.
simulation intervals. Interestingly, we observed that the amylose helices were rapidly disrupted (Fig. 8). Thus simulations were only carried out for 50 ns for both complexes. The structural changes of ADH10 during simulation under effects of CBM20 were measured through the end-to-end distance of amylose chains. At BdS1, the end-to-end distances of the two chains in ADH10 decreased from 4.1 nm to ~3 nm and ~1.5 nm after 50 ns of MD simulations (Fig. 8A). At BdS2, the end-to-end distances also decreases to ~3.5 and 3.0 nm (Fig. 8B). The curves representing these distances over time are clearly different from one another. Thus, it is evident that the double helix was rapidly disrupted in the presence of CBM20 at both binding sites, which is consistent with the structures of the double helix taken at various snapshots (Fig. 8A and B). Likewise, the single helix was also disrupted at both binding sites of CBM20 within 50 ns of MD simulations (Fig. 8C and D). It is worth noting that the isolated ADH10 and ASH10 in solution was stable during 50 ns of MD simulations (Fig. S12 and S13). This result is consistent with previous experimental results with small soluble amylose.

Several isothermal calorimetry studies revealed 5–8 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) binding affinities for oligosaccharides of the CBM20s of the glucoamylase from Aspergillus niger\(^{45}\) and starch-active polysaccharide monooxygenases (AA13) from Magnaporthe oryzae and Aspergillus terreus.\(^{18}\) Moderate affinity for starch granules were also demonstrated for these CBM20s. Given the moderate affinity of CBM20 for starch, we have been able to use CBM20 as an affinity tag for facile purification of NCU08746, an AA13 polysaccharide monooxygenase from Neurospora crassa (NcAA13), using an amylose resin column.

We performed pull-down assays of NCU08746 with starch granules and amylpectin from corn to compare the binding affinity between these substrates. SDS-PAGE analysis indicate
that, for both starch granules and amylpectin, there is a significant amount of protein remained in the supernatant (Fig. 9). A fraction of the protein was found to bind to the pellet, which was gradually released to the solutions in each washing step. This result is consistent with previous studies that CBM20 has moderate affinity for starch substrates. Moreover, the density of the bands corresponding to NCU08746 on the gels indicate that NCU08746 has higher affinity for amylpectin than for starch granules. Both amylopectin and starch granules used in this study are from corn. It is likely that the separation of amylopectin from starch granules made the helical regions more accessible to CBM20s, resulting in higher affinity. This result is consistent with our docking studies that CBM20 has higher affinity for helical amyllose than for flexible coil amyllose.

Previous activity\(^4\) and AFM\(^5,6\) studies provided evidences that CBM20 disrupted starch structure. These studies carried out on individual relatively short chain amyllose molecules that are soluble. Our computational studies on short chain amyllose is consistent with these experimental studies and provide a dynamics picture of the amyllose disruption process. However, for extended insoluble amyllose chains in a large bundle, our MD simulations suggest that the disrupting effect of CBM20 might not be as strong as for short chain amyllose.

Moreover, our computational study indicates that CBM20 has higher affinity for ADH10 and ASH10 than for ASC10. It might be possible that CBM20 first binds to the helical region of starch then disrupts this structure, resulting in weaker affinity. This could explain the moderate affinity of CBM20 for starch, which allows for subsequent dissociation of CBM20 to make the substrate available for hydrolysis by catalytic domains of amylases.

## Conclusions

Our molecular docking, molecular dynamics simulations, and pull-down assays provide new insights into the interactions of CBM20 with various starch substrates. First, CBM20 has two binding sites, namely BdS1 and BdS2, that exhibit different binding affinity to starch substrates. Binding at BdS1 involving two conserved tryptophan residues is 2–4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) stronger than that at BdS2 with two conserved tyrosine residues. Second, CBM20 has higher affinity for helical amyllose molecules than for random coil starch molecules. The binding affinity for the double helices does not depend on the length of the helices. CBM20 requires 3 parallel helices for optimal binding and binding affinity does not change when the substrate has more than 3 helices. Finally, CBM20 quickly disrupts the helical structure of short substrates, but does not disrupt the helices in extended substrate during 100 ns MD simulations. On extended substrate, CBM20 from stable complex at BdS1, but moves along the substrate surface when interacting via BdS2.

These insights, which were not observed in previous studies with small soluble amyllose and cyclodextrins, are helpful for future studies on the interactions of CM20-containing starch-active enzymes with industrially relevant starch substrates. Recently, we found that CM20-containing AA13 polysaccharide monoxygenases (AA13 PMOs) has about two folds higher activity than that of the corresponding catalytic domains.\(^4,7\) In addition, AA13 PMOs is likely the first PMO family, and the first oxidative enzyme family, to have processivity-like activity. AA13 PMOs may slide on the amyllose helices and cleave the glycosidic linkages separated by multiples of a helical turns, generating major products with degree of polymerization (DP) of 6\(n\) (\(n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots\)). CBM20 appears to help the enzymes retain longer on extended amyllose helices and generate more products at higher DP. The understanding of the interaction of CBM20 with starch substrates obtained in this work will serve as the basis for computational studies of CBM20 containing AA13 PMOs with starch substrates, which will provide further inside into the processivity-like activity of these enzymes.
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